Spaghetti! that’s the best thing in the world next to you fists around some purple belladonna smiles seashore a big plate of everything seared veils pleasures suspenders she just wants to go out. I’ll see the welsh kid dog stay home later we’ll prowl while you’re in painting

—Eileen Myles
Excerpt from Marley Freeman

Marley Freeman
Poems by Eileen Myles
Texts by Cathleen Chaffee, Adjua Gargi Nzinga Greaves, and Francesca Wade
Karma, New York, 2023
116 pages, hardcover
10½ × 11¼ inches
PARISH HALL
CURATED BY EILEEN MYLES & TOM COLE
THE FRIEND  reading The Friend
NAYLACE BLAKE AND EVAN LINCOLN  reading Kevin Kwan
SINI ANDERSON & LIA GANGITANO  reading Andrea Dwarkin
ARIANA REINES  reading Ariana Reines
JULIE TOLENTINO  reading Bob Flanagan
TENAYA NASSER-FREDERICK  reading Baha’i Eloise

WEST YARD
CURATED BY AMA BIRCH
BASIE ALLEN  reading Bob Kaufman
YUKO OTOMO, BOB HOLMAN, JOSH THORSON, MICHAEL CAVUTO, CHRISTOPHER HEFFERNAN, AND RUPERT KRÜGER  reading Brandon Shimoda, joined by PERFORMERS OF SIX DEGREES
DANCE: CECLY PLACENTI (Lead Choreographer), DANIEL CARTER, FAUSTINE LAVIE, SARA PIZZI, AND SHUNING HUANG
BRUCE BENDERSON  reading Bruce Benderston
LOVELY CHRISTOPHER  reading CAConrad
CAMILLE ROY  reading Camille Rose
YL XUE  reading Coin Xue
CARMEN BOULLOSA, LYDIA CORTÉS, AND CORTEZ  reading Carmen Boullosa, joined by performers of NANCY BRIER DANCE/
NANCY BRIER (Lead Choreographer), SUMMER WARWICK (dancing), STEVE FINKELSTEIN (drumming)
GREGG BORDOWITZ  reading Chantal Akerman
SUSAN BEE  reading Charles Bernstein
FRED MOTEN  reading Cluster Hines

Overall dance curation by SANGEETA YESLEY

4:00 PM

EAST YARD
CURATED BY MARY REILLY
Body Tuning by ERIN MARIE SICKLER
Choral Reading by SUZANNE GOLDBERG
DOROTHEA LASKY & LIZZI BOUGATOS, reading Chris Kraus
CHUKWUMA NDULUE  reading Dana Ward
DARA BARROIS/DIXON  reading Dara Barrois/Dixon
JESS BARBAGALLO  reading Dennis Cooper
EMMA CLAIRE FOLEY, KATIE ROSE O’SULLIVAN, RUBY ZARSKY, LIZZI BOUGATOS, AND HYUNJEE NICOLE KIM  reading Dodit Bellamy
BRUCE BENDERSON  reading Djuna Barnes
EILEEN MYLES  reading Eileen Myles
ARIANNA ADABACH & RUBY ZARSKY  reading essays on proxy papers
JESSICA MITRANI  reading Elin Adnan
CHRISTINE SHAN SHAN HOU, VINCENT KATZ, AND ARDEN WOHL  reading Fanny Howe

SANCTUARY
CURATED BY JACK HALBERSTAM
FRED MOTEN  reading Fred Moten
SARAH WELLINGTON  reading Gail Scott
LYNN XU  reading Franz Kafka
A. L. STEINER  reading Georg Buechner
PETER TRACHTENBERG  reading J.K. Ackerley
JACK HALBERSTAM  reading Jack Halberstam
JAMIE HOOD  reading James Schuyler
MEGAN FERNANDES  reading Frank B. Wilderson III
SKY HOPINKA  reading James Welch
JEROME SALA  reading Jerome Sala, joined by SANGEETA YESLEY OF CREATIVE PERFORMANCES

6:30 PM

EAST YARD
CURATED BY MARCELLA DURAND
TONY STINKMETAL  reading Joe Proulx
JOAN LARKIN  reading Joan Larkin
JOE WESTMORELAND  reading Joe Westmoreland
JOCYLINE SAINEDENGB  reading Jocelyn Sainedenb
THE CYBORG JILLIAN WEISE  reading The Cyborg Jillian Weise
BAHAA ARSHAN  reading John Winners, joined by VANESSA MARTINEZ DE BAÑOS & ASHLEY CARTER OF DOUBLETAKE DANCE
JAN LESLIE HARDING  reading Jorge Luis Borges
JUSTIN TORRES  reading Justin Torres
KARLA CORNEJO VILLAVICENCIO  reading Karla Cornejo Villavicencio
JUDY GRAHN  reading Judy Grahn

WEST YARD
CURATED BY SOPHIE ROBINSON
ANDREA ABI-KARAM  reading Andrea Abi-Karam
ARIANA REINES  reading Kathy Acker
POROCHISTA KHAKPOUR  reading Layli Long Soldier
PETER GIZZI  reading Keith Waldrop
ASHLEY ESCOBAR  reading Kim Hyeson joined by SANGEETA YESLEY OF CREATIVE PERFORMANCES
KRISTIN OMARSDOTTIR  reading Kristin Omarsdottir
LAURA HENRIKSEN  reading Laura Henriksen
EILEEN MYLES  reading Laurence Sterne
JOHN KEENE  reading Lawrence Braillewhaita
Laurie Weeks  reading Laurie Weeks

Overall dance curation by SUGEETA YESLEY

5:00 PM

EAST YARD
CURATED BY EILEEN MYLES & TOM COLE
TOM COLE & ALINA PLESKOVA  reading Michelle Tea, joined by CINDY BRANDLE DANCE OF CINDY BRANDLE DANCE
MORGAN VÖ  reading Morgan Vö

SANCTUARY
CURATED BY WILL FARRIS
LAURA PARNS  reading Myrna Davey
ELIZA DOUGLAS  reading Natalie Diaz
REUBEN BUTCHART  reading Mira Gonzalez
NATE LIPPENS  reading Nate Lippen
SADÉ POWELL  reading Morgan Vö joined by MIMI DOAN & STAPLETON COLE OF CINDY BRANDLE DANCE

REBECCA BROWN  reading Rebecca Brown
AARON LECKLIDER  reading Reene Gladman

Program Design by Nick Fogarty